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Mission Statement 

The Southbridge Swim Team is committed to promoting the sport of competitive swimming in an 

environment of team spirit and good sportsmanship. We strive to develop our swimmer’s individual skills 

to the best of their abilities and provide opportunities for personal and team growth and achievement in 

weekly swim meet competitions. Above all, we want summer swimming to be a fun and an exciting 

experience for our swimmers and their families. 

Communication  

The swim team makes every attempt to effectively communicate with all our parents and swimmers.  You 

will be able to find the swim team practice schedule, swim meet schedule and team event calendar at 

www.southbridgeswimteam.com.  We will also post the swimmers times, records and other pertinent 

information on the website. The team website and email will be the primary means of swim team 

communication.  

Time Trials  

Everyone is encouraged to attend time trials. Unlike meets, where swimmers can only be entered for a 

maximum of three individual events, at time trials a swimmer may swim all five individual events 

(freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, and individual medley.) Coaches use these times to select 

swimmers’ individual and relay events at meets. The times also serve as a reference for time improvement 

awards.  

Since time trials are run very much like a real meet, it’s a great chance to warm up for the season. Place 

ribbons are not awarded at time trials, but swimmers will learn about reporting to the Clerk of Course and 

other basic meet rules & procedures. Parents can try different volunteers, such as timer or recorder. 

Everyone gets “meet practice” before the season officially starts.  

Weather Policy  

Swim practice may be canceled in case of thunderstorms or unusual weather.  Coaches/GMs will make 

the final decision regarding weather cancellations.  Practice may be held if it is raining but warm as long 

as the pool is open.  If it is cool and dry, the coaches will hold a dry land workout. “Dry land” refers to 

stretches, exercises, and games conducted in the pool area. This conditioning helps prevent injuries and 

supplements the water time instruction.  

In the event of inclement weather, call the Southbridge pool at 703-221-2716.  

  

http://www.southbridgeswimteam.com/


Swim Practice Safety Rules  

NO 

 Horseplay during practice!  

 Pushing others into the pool 

 Dunking or holding someone under water  

 Running on deck 

 Pulling on swimmer’s body during practice  

 Pushing or hitting 

 Refusing to allow swimmer to pass  

 Towel snapping 

 Foul language  

 Diving (unless instructed by coach) 

 Unsportsmanlike behavior  

THE BELOW BEHAVIOR IS ENCOURAGED!  

 Positive attitude 

 Hard work and determination 

 Making new friends  

 Good sportsmanship 

 Helping and encouraging others 

 Cheering on teammates during races  

Deck Coaching  

Once a swimmers’ heat is closed by the Referee with a long whistle blow during a swim meet, the 

swimmers shall receive no coaching or assistance. This includes holding or releasing relay swimmers, 

directing or guiding backstroke swimmers, reminders for two hand touches, etc. from coaches, parents & 

other swimmers.  Any swimmer so coached or assisted may be disqualified at the discretion of the 

Referee.  Coaches may, however, provide reasonable coaching tips to swimmers on deck after they have 

completed their events provided it does not interfere with the flow of the swim meet. It is not considered 

coaching when a backstroke swimmer secures a handhold on a fellow teammates’ ankles at the start.  

Team Competition Swimsuit  

Team suits are encouraged, but not required.  Competition suits are strongly recommended, especially 

for our young ladies, where, in order to protect both performance and modesty, less sturdy, casual, or 

high fashion swimsuits won't be allowed. Please also keep in mind that competition suits are designed for 

performance in the pool, not for rough and tumble play and dragging along the pool deck that our younger 

swimmers sometimes do. We encourage you to keep the team suits for competition, and have one or two 

separate “practice suits” to be used at everyday practice sessions.  



Swimmer Nutrition  

Before and during swim meets, nutrition plays an important role in your swimmer’s performance. 

Swimmers should eat a light meal prior to entering the pool. Fresh fruit and cereal are good choices.  

The coaches request that you provide healthy foods and snacks, that are high in complex carbohydrates 

and low in fat and sugar the day before and the morning of swim meets. Examples of good, complex 

carbohydrate snacks are fruits, bagels, pretzels, pasta, and whole-grain and multi-grain breads. Swimmers 

should avoid sodas, hot dogs, candy, etc. until after they have finished swimming for the day.  

Swimmer Hydration  

Yes, swimmers do sweat during training. Swimmers can lose more than three liters (about 3 quarts) of 

fluid each day through breathing, urination, and sweating. Therefore, it is important for swimmers to 

consume adequate amounts of fluid daily  

Do not rely on thirst as a gauge to maintain adequate hydration! Body fluid levels are already low when 

you feel thirsty. As an athlete, hydrating before training and re-hydrating after training is a top nutritional 

priority. Make it a daily habit to carry a water bottle to encourage steady fluid intake. Remember that 

juices, milk, yogurt and fresh fruit are hydrating. Although carbohydrates are essential for providing 

energy, your body also needs water to function optimally. With an average of 65% of your body consisting 

of water, it plays a crucial role in many processes in the body. All of us should aim to drink an average of 

two liters of fluid a day to keep our bodies fully hydrated. Important note: You can go too far. Over-

hydration is a real condition called hyponatremia that can lead to serious health problems.  

Volunteers  

We love our parent volunteers! Swim meets are unique to youth sports. The sport of swimming requires 

parents to be participants, NOT spectators. One way to contribute to the success of your child’s swim 

team experience is by volunteering your time and effort. It takes over eighty volunteers to host a 

successful meet. Strong parent support is the key to a successful team.  

While certain positions require a commitment to work the entire meet, most are divided into two shifts 

lasting approximately two hours each. Meet jobs that aren’t right next to the action are often flexible 

enough for you to take a break and watch your child swim. The volunteer position descriptions can be 

found later in this handbook.  

Each parent is asked to volunteer at least one shift for each swim meet.  Swim meets do not happen 

without the support and assistance of many parents volunteers.  Each week you will receive an email from 

our volunteer coordinator to sign up for a volunteer position and you can also sign up online at 

www.southbridgeswimteam.com.    

 

 

 

http://www.southbridgeswimteam.com/


Volunteer Positions: 

Clerk of Course (3-4 required)  

Responsible for all of the paperwork at the meet prior to the swimmer's event. The clerk seeds each 

swimmer in each event to a heat and lane according to their submitted entry time. Swimmers report to 

the clerk prior to their scheduled event to receive a time card with their heat and lane assignment for that 

event. The Clerk is always in need of volunteers to help hand out event cards, get swimmers in their proper 

order, and walk young swimmers to their assigned lane at the start of their event. Clerk of Course requires 

training at the league certification clinic for officials; assistants do not require training.  

Scorer (3 required) 

Receive time cards from the runners and determine the official time. Also verify the each events computer 

results.  

Ribbons (2 required) 

Place the labels with names of the swimmers on their ribbon after each event.  

Officials (6 required)  

Stroke and Turn Judges are responsible for ensuring swimmers comply with the rules relating to each 

stroke/turn. Minimum of four required for each meet.  

Referees and Starters are volunteers with at least 2 - 3 years experience as Stroke and Turn Judges. One 

as backup for away meets. Stroke and Turn Judges, Referees, and Starters require training at the league 

certification clinic for officials (reference earlier in this handbook for training time and location).  

Timer (13-18 required) 

Most parent volunteers start as timers. The only skill or knowledge required is the working of a stopwatch. 

The most important single statistic at a swim meet is the time a swimmer achieved during their race. This 

is also the "best seat in the house"- right at the finish! 18 lane timers and 1 head timer per team are 

needed at each home meet. 12 lane timers and 1 head timer per team at away meets.  

Computer Operator (1 or 2 required) 

Responsible for electronic meet entries prior to the swim meet and data entry of meet results at the meet. 

The biggest part of this job is done the week prior to a swim meet; getting all meet entries entered into 

the computer and printing event cards for the Clerk of Course. The computer operator always needs a 

volunteer or two on the day of the meet to help enter event results.  

Swim Meet Officials Training  

PWSL officials training clinics are mandatory for the following meet operations positions: Referee, Starter, 

Stroke and Turn Judge, and Clerk of Course. Clinics are free of charge and normally last two hours. 



Separate Referee/Starter, Stroke and Turn Judge, and Clerk of Course clinic sessions are conducted 

concurrently. If you would like additional info please contact a Board member or team lead meet official.  

Discipline Procedures  

A swimmer or parent who presents a disciplinary problem or breach to the parent/swimmer code of 

conduct will receive a verbal and/or written warning and be made aware of the consequences of repeated 

offenses.  If a second issue happens, the swimmer’s parents or parent with whom the issue happened will 

be notified and further measures will be taken including dismissal from practice, meet, and/or the team. 

Drug Policy  

There is a zero tolerance policy for the use of illegal drugs, alcohol and tobacco for all swimmers and 

parents while on pool premises or at swim team sponsored events. Swimmers who are caught using any 

type of illegal substance will be expelled from the swim team with no refund.  

Lost and Found  

We try to collect items left behind after practices and meets.  A box of items left at the pool will be kept 

in the guard shack.  At the end of the swim team season all remaining items will be donated to charity.  

Swim Meet Information  

Procedures: Governed by the PWSL and outlined in its Bylaws. Meets are generally held on Saturdays 

during June and July. At the end of the season, a Divisional Championship meet is held, usually the last 

Saturday in July.  

 

Age Group: Swimmers will compete the entire season in one of the following age groups: 8 & under, 9-

10, 11-12, 13-14, and 15-18, as determined by their age as of June 1, 2015.  

 

Meet Attendance: Meet attendance is important. Each meet parents must declare whether their swimmer 

will be participating.  To declare your swimmer log onto www.southbridgeswimteam.com by Sunday 

evening.  Declaring your swimmer is the coaches’ guide for which swimmers will not be participating in 

meets. In case of changed swimmer plans, the regular season meet entry deadline to the league is 

Thursday at 8:00pm. There is a requirement that all swimmer must participate in a minimum of 4 swim 

meets to remain a member of the team and be eligible for end of the year awards.  Some exceptions may 

be considered but must be cleared by the board of directors.  

 

Participation: PWSL rules dictate each swimmer may compete in a maximum of three individual events 

and two relays.  

 

 The coaches determine the individual and relay events in which each swimmer is entered.  

 Relays are a team event. They include the Medley Relay (four swimmers each swimming a 

different stroke), and the Freestyle Relay (all four swimming freestyle). The A, B & C relay teams 



will be determined by the fastest possible combination of swimmers that benefits the team, at 

the discretion of the coaches. As swimmers improve their times, the relay teams may change  

 Event entries will be emailed to families and uploaded to our website by Friday at 5:00 p.m.  An 

e-mail and web site will provide details of warm-up and start times when that info becomes 

available.   Any questions should be directed to the General Manager. 

 

Required Equipment: Team caps are required for the meets. This is how judges, coaches, and crazed 

Southbridge fans identify our swimmers once they are in the water.  

 

What to Bring: Swim meets can last up to four hours, with some down time in between events. Swimmers 

are encouraged to bring cards, games and other toys to help pass the time. Some swimmers bring tents 

and/or a large umbrella to get out of the sun or just to have a place to hang out. Since many swimmers 

have the same or similar equipment/clothing, please write your swimmer’s name on EVERYTHING. The 

lost and found gets very full. The following is a sample swim meet checklist:  

 

 Team swim suit, swim caps & goggles (several pairs) 

 Warm-up suit, T-shirt & shorts 

 Towels (two or more per swimmer)  

 Cooler packed with water  

 Snacks and water/drinks  

 Canopy tent, umbrella & folding chairs  

 Sun block & insect repellent  

 Cards, books or games  

 Ink pen or Sharpie (put event # only on swimmers hand)  

 Money for concessions & heat sheets  

 Lots of Patience  

 

What to Expect: If you’ve never attended a swim meet before, here are a few things you can expect:  

 

 Parents, officials, towels, and kids everywhere!  

 Lots of noise!  

 Chilly early mornings and hot late mornings (even on the same day!)  

 Extremely limited viewing space (except for deck volunteers)  

 Boredom between your kid’s events if you don’t volunteer for a shift (or two!) timing, recording, 

working concessions, etc.  

 New friends and a great time if you get involved with the team!  

 

Arrival: Plan to arrive 15 minutes before warm-ups start. This way you can stake out your area, swimmers 

check in with your age group coach and parents check in with the Southbridge volunteer coordinator.  

Swimmers find your cap and goggles, and report to coaches to receive any last minute instructions or 

changes when the announcer calls for warm-ups.  

 



Camp Areas: Each family will need to locate a spot to "camp out" and get settled. For swimmers, each 

team will be assigned a specific area for “camping.” Staying together as a team not only fosters team 

unity, but also makes it easier for coaches to locate swimmers.   

 

Warm Ups: Each team gets a twenty-minute warm-up. The home team always warms-up first (normally 

at 6:00am for dual meets). Our entire team warms up all at once, so it is very crowded on the pool deck. 

The team gathers around the coaches after warm-ups to cheer and get psyched up for the meet.  

 

Meet Times: Meets usually start at 7:00 AM and finish between 11 and 12 noon. The meet begins after 

both teams complete their warm-ups and the National Anthem is played.  

 

Heat Sheets: During home meets and most away meets heat (a.k.a. psych) sheets will be on sale at the 

concession stand.  Some teams will email psych sheets out prior to the meet.  Those will be forwarded to 

parents and posted on our website.  They will include the individual events, the swimmers entered in each 

event, and their fastest time. Swimmers will be listed fastest to slowest using their best time for each 

event. Swimmers who have never competed in an event before will be listed after swimmers with times. 

The notation NT for “no time” will be typed next to their names. It also helps you determine how long 

your swimmer can rest before they have to get ready to swim again.  

 

Event Number: Each event is identified by its number! Write down the event numbers that your child is 

swimming. It helps to write the numbers in your swimmer's hand (Sharpie markers work best) so they can 

remember them too.  

 

Clerk Of Course: When the announcer calls your individual event, your swimmer should report to Clerk of 

Course ready to swim (i.e. with goggles, cap and a recent restroom visit). The Clerk of Course is the person 

who gets the swimmers in order for their event.  

 

Parents: It’s important to allow your child to remain at the Clerk of Course staging area alone! Your 

swimmer will have supervision and direction from parent volunteers who assist the Clerk of Course.  

 

If there are more swimmers in an event than there are lanes in the pool, swimmers will be placed in 

separate "heats" according to their seed time. Swimmers are seeded in heats based upon their fastest 

times attained in prior competition. After the race, the swimmers' times from all heats are then compared 

to determine 1, 2, 3, etc. place. Therefore, if a swimmer comes in first in his or her heat, this does not 

necessarily mean he or she will win 1st place in that event.  

 

At the Clerk of Course, your swimmer will be handed a card for individual events. This card has the 

swimmer's heat and lane assignment for that event. When it is time to go on deck for that event, the Clerk 

of Course will direct the swimmers where to go. Just before each heat begins, someone will take the card 

from the swimmer. The starter will announce each heat and get the race started. The finishing time for 

the swimmer goes on the card before it is taken to the scoring table.  

 

Remember: Lane #1 is always on the right side as you stand facing the pool at the starting end.  



 

All relays are assigned by the coaches and DO NOT go through Clerk of Course.  

 

Check-out: We ask each swimmer, whose scheduled events are complete, to check-out with their assigned 

Southbridge coach if he/she is leaving prior to the end of the swim meet.  

 

Scoring: Swimmers earn points for their teams by competing in relay events and by being one of the six 

fastest finishers on their team in individual events.  

 

 In individual events, the same team cannot score points for more than six places.  

 In relay events, the same team cannot score points for more than one place.  

What’s My Time?  

Swimmers learn to ask the recorder for their time as soon as they get out of the pool at the end of the 

race. The official results are posted approximately an hour after completion of the event. All event results 

are computerized and retained for each swimmer all season.  

Relays  

Relays are the first and last events. Coaches will determine relays on Saturday mornings based on available 

swimmers and times.  Swimmers arriving after warm-ups may not be placed into a medley relay (events 

1 to 10).  Swimmers must check with their coach before leaving a swim meet to determine if they will be 

participating in a freestyle relay (events 58 to 65).   

Reminder: Swimmers 1 & 3 will be next to the timers, 2 & 4 opposite end of pool from the timers.  

Medley Relays  

The swimmer should check with the coach on Saturday morning to find out which relays they are in and 

what stroke they will be swimming (the medley includes all four swim strokes). There are normally three 

relay teams (A, B & C), but additional teams may be added depending on pool size. Your swimmer should 

know the other medley relay members he/she is swimming the event with and which stroke they are 

swimming. 

 

Medleys start at 7:01. Don't be late. The meet waits for no one and if you are late the coaches will 

substitute someone else.  

 

Directly after the warm up, the coaches will hand out the medley relay cards (swimmer 1 gets the card). 

We will have volunteers to help get the 8 and under swimmers to the correct side of the pool. All other 

swimmers should know where they should be for the relays. (The 8 and under is a mixed relay, girls and 

boys). Relays should be lined up before the national anthem.  

 



Free Relays  

If for any reason you are scheduled to swim a free relay event and have to leave the meet early, the 

swimmer MUST notify the coaches.  

  

Freestyle relay roll call starts after the completion of event 53 (11-12 butterfly is out of the pool). The 

coach will be standing at an announced rallying point. If you are not there he/she will assign someone else 

to swim. The coach will hand out the relay cards (swimmer #1 gets the event entry card).  

 

The coaches may reassign free relays depending on how the swimmers are performing that day. If you 

had a great freestyle at the beginning of the meet, you may be asked to swim this event even if you were 

not originally scheduled. Some swimmers will be asked to swim up (swim the event in the next-oldest age 

bracket). If you are not there the coach will reassign someone else to swim.  

  

We ask volunteers to help get the 8 and under swimmers to the correct end of the pool. All other 

swimmers should know where they should be for the relays. There are normally three relay teams (A, B 

& C), but additional teams may be added depending on pool size. Your swimmer should know the other 

free relay members and the lane number he/she is swimming the event with.  

Disqualification (DQ)  

A disqualification (DQ) is any violation of the rules observed by any appropriate official. PWSL complies 

with USA Swimming rules – the same rules used at all national meets. To ensure fair competition for all 

swimmers, these rules are equally applied to all swimmers, regardless of age or experience.  

 

Some of the more common reasons for “DQing” are as follows:  

 

 Failure to touch the wall at the turning end of the pool  

 Freestyle 

o Walking on the bottom or pulling on the lane lines  

o Exiting the pool before swimming the specified distance  

 Backstroke 

o Past vertical towards the breast at any time except during a flip turn  

o Leaving the wall after a turn past vertical towards the breast  

o Improper flip turn (older swimmers)  

 Breaststroke 

o Incorrect kick, such as a Scissors kick or Flutter kick  

o Toes not pointed outward during the propulsive part of the kick 

o More than one stroke underwater with arms fully extended at start or turn  

o Arm recovery past waist except on first stroke after start or turn  

o Head didn't break surface by conclusion of second arm pull underwater after a start or 

turn  

o Non-Simultaneous or one handed wall touch at the turn or finish  

o Non Simultaneous leg movement during kicks  



 Breaststroke/Butterfly 

o Non-Simultaneous two hand touch or one hand touch at turn or finish  

o Arms don't break water surface during recovery (judged at the elbows)  

o Non Simultaneous arm movement during recovery 

 Relay Races: A swimmer leaves the deck before the previous swimmer touches the wall or deck  

 False Starts: A swimmer starts the race early for a second time  

False Starts  

A false start occurs whenever a swimmer moves towards the pool after having assumed a still position 

(taking his/her mark) and before the Starter has started the race. If the false start is detected the race will 

be stopped and a recall signal will be sounded. PWSL rules permit a swimmer one unintentional false start 

without disqualification.  

 

How will I know a DQ occurred?  

Unlike football, we don't blow a whistle and announce to the world that a rules violation occurred. During 

the competition, if a swimmer fails to comply with the stroke and turn rules, a Stroke and Turn Judge will 

raise their hand and fill out a DQ slip explaining the reason for the disqualification. Another clue that a DQ 

has occurred is a Stroke and Turn Judge writing and a longer than normal pause between events.  

Disqualifications for early relay takeoffs are done slightly differently. The referee receives all the take-off 

slips from all the judges. If both judges on a lane agree that an early takeoff occurred, the Referee will 

stand over the DQ’d team lane and raise his/her hand.  

 

DQ slips are given to the computer people and entered into the scoring software. A swimmer who is 

disqualified will not have a time entered into the results for that event. The slips will then be placed in the 

coach’s box; the coach will be able to offer advice at practice for future events or in a stroke and turn 

clinic. This can be upsetting for swimmers, but it is necessary to maintain the fairness and quality of the 

competition and is part of the learning process of competitive swimming.  

 

Event numbering & schedule: All PWSL swim meet event numbers and schedule will be the same each 

week in the following order (beginning with event 66):  

 

Boys Event #      Event Description       Girls Event #  

66    200 Free Relay 15-18    67  

100 Medley Relay 8&U    1 (Mixed – Boys and Girls)  

2    100 Medley Relay 9-10    3  

4    100 Medley Relay 11-12   5  

6    200 Medley Relay 13-14   7  

8    200 Medley Relay 15-18   9  

10    25 Freestyle 8&U    11  

12    50 Freestyle 9-10    13  

14    50 Freestyle 11-12    15  



16    50 Freestyle 13-14    17  

18    50 Freestyle 15-18    19  

20    100 Individual Medley 10&U   21  

22    100 Individual Medley 11-12   23  

24    100 Individual Medley 13-14   25  

26    100 Individual Medley 15-18   27  

28    25 Backstroke 8&U    29  

30    50 Backstroke 9-10    31  

32    50 Backstroke 11-12    33  

34    50 Backstroke 13-14    35  

36    50 Backstroke 15-18    37  

38    25 Breaststroke 8&U    39  

40    50 Breaststroke 9-10    41  

42    50 Breaststroke 11-12    43  

44    50 Breaststroke 13-14    45  

46    50 Breaststroke 15-18    47  

48    25 Butterfly 8&U    49  

50    50 Butterfly 9-10    51  

52    50 Butterfly 11-12    53  

54    50 Butterfly 13-14    55  

56    50 Butterfly 15-18    57  

58    100 Free Relay 8&U    59  

60    100 Free Relay 9-10    61  

62    100 Free Relay 11-12    63  

64    100 Free Relay 13-14    65  

 

Swim Meet Terminology  

 Age Groups – division of swimmers by age that determines the events in which they are eligible 

to participate. PWSL rules specify the following age groups: 8 & under; 9-10; 11-12; 13-14; 15-18.  

 Deck - the area around the swimming pool reserved for swimmers, officials, and coaches 

Competitive Strokes -the four competitive strokes are (1) freestyle, (2) backstroke, (3) 

breaststroke, and (4) butterfly. Events are held in all of the competitive strokes at varying 

distances depending on the age group of the swimmer.  

 Course - designated distance over which the competition is conducted. The standard is 25 Meters 

for summer league meets, 50 Meters for Olympic competition, and 25 Yards for regular year-

round and college competition. PWSL courses are 25 Meters.  

 Event - any race or series of races in a given stroke and distance for a specific age group and sex. 

For example, the following are three different events: 1. Girls 8 & under 25 meter freestyle, 2. 

Boys 8 & under 25 meter freestyle, 3. Girls 9-10 50-meter breaststroke. (See also heats.)  

 False Start - When a swimmer leaves the starting block before the horn or gun. PWSL rules permit 

a swimmer one unintentional false start without disqualification. At the referee’s discretion, a 

false start may be disallowed due to unusual circumstances. 



 Forward Start - a forward entry facing the course.  

 Heats - the division of an event in which there are too many swimmers to compete at one time. 

For example, an event with thirty swimmers in a six-lane pool would require five heats.  

 Individual Medley (IM) – four laps of the pool swam in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, 

Breaststroke, and Freestyle.  

 Lane - a specific area in which the swimmer is assigned to swim (lane 1, lane 2, etc.).  

 Lane Line - continuous floating markers attached to a line stretched from the starting end to the 

turning end for the purpose of separating each lane.  

 Lane Markings - guidelines at the bottom of the pool in the center of each lane, running from the 

starting end to the turning end.  

 Leg - (relay) the part of the relay event swum by one swimmer.  

 Manual Start - the start of a timing device by an individual in response to the same starting signal 

given to the swimmers.  

 Mark - (take your) the swimmer’s starting position. PWSL rules require at least one foot at the 

front of the coping when a forward start is required.  

 Meet - the complete series of events between two or more teams. PWSL meets are conducted on 

Saturdays, competed between two and four teams, and usually completed in a single day.  

 Dual Competition (Dual Meet) - competition between two teams.  

 Tri Competition (Tri Meet) - competition between three teams.  

 Quad Competition (Quad Meet) - competition between four teams.  

 On Line - the swimmer’s position immediately prior to taking their mark. PWSL rules specify the 

swimmer must have both feet placed so their toes are at the back of the coping.  

 Referee - the official in charge of the meet. The referee is the final authority in all matters 

concerning the conduct of the meet. 

 Relay – A race consisting of four legs, each swum by one swimmer. Swimmers age thirteen and 

older swim two laps each. There are two types of relays: 1) Medley – each swimmer swims a 

different stroke. The order is backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and freestyle. 2) Freestyle – each 

swimmer swims a freestyle leg.  

 Scratch - withdraw from an event.  

 Seed - distribute the swimmers among the heats and lanes according to their times. 

 Seeding (Seeded On Deck) - swimmers are called to report to the clerk of course for their event. 

After scratches are determined, they are seeded in the proper heats.  

 Split Time - time from a start to some part of the distance within a longer event.  

 Stroke And Turn Judge - trained, certified swim officials, assigned by and working for the referee 

to judge swimmers’ conformance with the rules for the event being swum. Nonconformance 

(a.k.a. disqualification or DQ) is reported to the referee. The swimmer is not disqualified until the 

referee accepts the stroke and turn judge’s report.  

 

Meet Information & Scoring  

Overview: PWSL swim meets are comprised of 67 events: 19 relays and 48 individual events. Swimmers 

compete in one of the following age groups: 8 & under, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14, and 15-18, as determined by 



their age as of June 1. Each swimmer may compete in three individual events and two relays. Swimmers 

earn points for their teams by competing in relay events and by being one of the six fastest finishers on 

their team in individual events.  

 

Scoring: PWSL divisional meet scoring is identical to scoring for regular season meets. The specific scoring 

scenario is based on the number of teams competing at the divisional meet. A two-team divisional meet 

and regular season dual meets use dual meet scoring. A three team divisional meet uses tri meet scoring, 

and a four team divisional meet uses quad meet scoring. The team with the most points wins the meet.  

 

Divisional Meet Ribbons: Regardless of the number of teams competing at a divisional meet, ribbons are 

awarded to the top twenty-four finishers based on time in each individual event and the top four relay 

teams in each relay event. Ribbons are also awarded for the top twelve six year old (or younger), in Free 

and Back events, based on time.  

 

Cyber Meet Ribbons: After all divisional meets are completed, league-wide results will be combined and 

the overall top twenty-four swimmers in each individual event will be awarded special recognition 

ribbons.  

 

Divisional Meet Participation Criteria: A swimmer MUST participate in at least two dual meets and record 

one legal time in an event during the current swim season. Additionally, each swimmer is restricted to 

entering those events in which a legal time was recorded at a meet during the season. All other meet rules 

apply.  

 

Dual Meet Relay Event Scoring  

Points are awarded for the first two places as shown. First place in relay events is won by the fastest legal 

swim; the opponent takes second Place by completion of a legal swim. The same team cannot score points 

for both first and second place finishes.  

 

Ribbons are awarded to each relay swimmer in the first, second, and third legal swims based on time. The 

same team can receive ribbons for first, second, and third place finishes.  

 

Dual Meet Individual Event Scoring  

Swimmers can earn individual points in Free, IM, Back, Breast, and Fly events.  

 

1. Points are awarded for up to twelve places per event as shown.  

2. The fastest six finishes for each team will score points by completion of legal swims.  

3. The same team cannot score points for more than six places.  

 

Ribbons are awarded to the top twelve legal finishes, regardless of team, based on time. Ribbons are also 

awarded for the top twelve 6 & unders in Free and Back events based on time.  



Individual Events  

Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Points 13 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

PWSL A-B-C Time Standards 

PWSL maintains time standards to act as an additional way to incentive competition in the League. Time 

standards apply only to individual events and will not apply to relay events. The PWSL Scoring Committee 

with a goal of achieving the following breakdown reviews A-B-C Time Standards annually:  

 

A - time standard - Top 20% of swimmer times  

B - time standard - Next 40% of swimmer times  

C - time standard - Next 40% of swimmer times  

 

Extreme variations in a few swimmer times may be discounted so as not to skew the standards. The 

Scoring Committee may, from time to time, recommend changes to the standards to help keep the above 

balance.  

 


